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1. Introduction
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and let O
n
{K)=
χii •••> χn\] be the formal power series ring over K in n variables. Accord-
ing to Bjϋrk [1], we denote by D
n
(K) the subring of Έnd
κ
(O
n
(K)) generated
over K by the left multiplications by elements of O
n
(K) and partial differentials
9,=9/9*, ,
where 3, Xj—Xj 9
ί
=8 f y (Kronecker's delta) and 9£ 9 y =9, 9, . The ring Dn(K),
called the local Weyl algebra, has the Σ-filtration {Σ,}^0 such that Έ,0=dn(K)
2inάτ
υ
={τ
Λ
f
Λ
d*\f
Λ
SΞθ
n
(K)znά 9-=9?i-9ϊ-with \a\=a1-\ \-an<v} and
that the associated graded ring gr
Γ
(D
n
(K)) is a polynomial ring over O
n
(K) in n
variables. Moreover, D
n
(K) has weak global dimension n, i.e., w.gl.dim(Z)
Λ
(i£))
= n.
These are ring-theoretic, algebraic properties which the local Weyl algebra
D
n
(K) has. In the present article, we consider whether or not these properties
are sufficient to characterize the ring D
n
(K). For this purpose, we introduce the
notion of pre-PF-algebra and PF-algebra (see below for the definition) and show
that a PF-algebra, which satisfies the above-listed properties D
n
(K) has and one
additional condition, i.e., L=Σi/Σ 0 is essentially abelian, is realized as a sub-
algebra of some D
n
(K). After all, we are successful only in the case n = l . We
are, however, convinced that our approach of computing the weak global di-
mension of a PF-algebra will be useful to study locally a vector field at a smooth
point on an algebraic variety.
We employ the terminology and notation in [1],
2. Structure theorems
To simplify the notation, we denote O
n
(K) by R. Let A be a (not neces-
sarily commutative) X"-algebra containing R generated by finitely many elements
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over jR. Consider the following three conditions on A:
(i) A has a Σ-filtration {Σ
ϋ
}
v
^0 such that Σ ^ ^ O ) is a two-sided Λ-submodule
of A, Σ 0=i?, Σi generates A over i?, Σ / Σ ^ C Σ ^ for any v,w>0 and
A= U^o Σp;
(ii) The associated graded ring gr
s
(-4): = φ^ 0 Σ,/Σ f - i is a polynomial ring
R[yΊ, •• ,^
w
] in m variables;
(iii) w.gl.dim (A)=n.
If A satisfies the above conditions (i) and (ii), we call it a pre-W-algebra over
R. We denote by L the free jR-module Σi/Σ0= ΦΓ-i Ry^
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a pre-W-algebra over R. Then we have the follow-
ing:
(1) Let Yi,' ,Y
m
 be elements of Σi suck that # = Y{ (mod Σo) /or any ί.
Then A is generated by Y
u
 •••, Y
w
 o^r i?, wλά:/* we wnte as A=R <CYly-~, Ymy.
(2) For any y€=L and aEzR, define y [a] by
y[a]= Ya-aY
for Y ^ Σ i with y= F(mod Σ
o
). Then y [a] is independent of the choice of Y, and
y is considered as a K-derivation on R. So, we have an R-linear map p: L—>
Ώer
κ
(R) we write y [a] as p{y) (a) as well and we use this map p in the subsequent
discussions without referring explicitly to this lemma.
(3) Define a bracket product [y, z] on L by
[y, z] = YZ-ZY (mod Σ
o
)
for Y ZζΞ^ί with y==Y (mod Σ
o
) and z=Z (modΣ0). Then [y,z] is well-
defined and p is a Lie-algebra homomorphism, i.e., p ([y, z])=[p (y), p (z)].
Proof. (1) For anyf^A, we define v{f) as the smallest integer r with
/ e Σ
r
. If v(f)=r, there exists F
r
(yl9 -9ym)*=R\yl9 - , y j r = t h e r-th homo-
geneous part of gr2(^4) such that f—Fr(Yu •••, y j G Σ ^ i By induction on
i;(/), we can verify the assertion straightforwardly.
(2) Replace Y be Y+b with beR. Then we have
(Y+b)a-a(Y+b)= Ya-aY,
whence y [a] is independent of the choice of Y. Furthermore, we have
y[ab] = Y(ab)-(ab) Y = (aY+y[a])b-abY
= a{Yb-bY)+y[a] b = ay[b]+y[a] b .
So, y [ J is a ^ -derivation on R.
(3) The assertion can be verified by a straightforward computation.
Q.E.D.
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The structure of a pre-fF-algebra over R is given in the following:
Theorem 2.2. (1) Let A be a pre-W-algebra over R. Let Y1} ~,Ym be
elements of Σ
x
 as chosen in the previous lemma. Write
(2.0) F I . F y - y y y , . = Σ p i ; , t y , + σ < v , i&j<:m,
where ρijk> σi}^R. Then we have the following equalities:
m
(2.1) ^SPi' ι Plk '+PJk ' PHΛPH.1 Pij>>)
= yt[pjkJ+yMiΛ+ykίpij,,], i^hj,Ks<m
tn
(2.2) Σ (pijtl <rlk+pjkJ σH
(2.3) pijfk = —pji,k, o-ij = —o ji, \<hj, k<m .
The elements {pijtk\ \<iiijyk<im} are determined uniquely by the Lie algebra
L and the choice of R-free basis {yly ~',ym} of L.
(2) Suppose we are given as in Lemma 2.1 the Lie algebra L and an RΊinear
map p: L-*Der# R which is a Lie-algebra homomorphism. For an R-free basis
{yι> %",yΔ °f L, suppose we are given elements {σ
ίy; \<Li,j<m} satisfying the
conditions (2.2) and (2.3) above. Then there exists a K-algeha A with a 2-
filtration {Σ
v
}
v
^0 such that
(i) A is generated over R by elements Y
u
 •••, Y
m
\
(ii) The equalities (2.0)-(2.3) hold)
(iii) Σ,= {ΣJ«y^ΛeJΪ, Y-=y?i. y-r, \a\^v}foranyv>0;
(iv) gr<
Σl(A)^R[yu ,y m ] := the symmetric algebra of L over R.
Proof. (1) By the definition of [yiyy}] in Lemma 2.1, {ρijtk l<i,j, k<im}
are the multiplication constants of the Lie algebra L. Hence they are uniquely
determined by the choice oi the i?-free basis {ylf " ,ym} of L. If one chooses
{Y
u
 •••, Y
m
} as in Lemma 2.1, then {1, Yly •••, Ym} is an .R-free basis of Σi
Then the equalities (2.1) and (2.2) follow from the Jacobi identity:
, Fy], Yk]+[[Yj, FJ, F,.]+[[F,, F,.j, Fy] = 0,
where [ F . - . F . ^ F . - F . - ^ F . . .
(2) Let {Yi, ••', Y
m
} be indeterminates and let A be the free X-algebra
generated by Y
u
 •••, Y
m
 over R modulo the two-sided ideal / generated by
{F(. Y- Yj F , - | p , μ
and
{F,./-/F,.-p(;yI.)(/);
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We write y, [/]=/o(j'l ) (/) by identifying F,'s with y/s in L, We can employ
the proof of the Poincarό-Birkoff-Witt theorem (cf. Jacobson [2]) without major
changes in the present situation to show that every element of A is written
uniquely as a linear combination of standard monomials in Y
u
 •••, Y
m
 with
coefficients in R. In particular, the equalities (2.1) and (2.2) imply that Σi (with
the notation in (iii)) is a free jR-module generated by 1, Yl9 •••, YM. Note that
there is a surjective homomorphism θ: R[yiy " ,ym]->g*?,(A). Its kernel is
generated by the relations y
x
.y.— y.yi and yif—fyif l<iyj<m. But these
elements are already zero in R [y
u
 , y
m
]. Hence gr2(^4) ^ R [yu , ym].
Q.E.D.
Let A be a pre-W-algebra over R. We are interested in the existence of
an algebra homomorphism from A to the local Weyl algebra D
n
(K), which is
the identity homomorphism when restricted on the subalgebra R. We call
it a K-algebra homomorphism over R.
Theorem 2.3. Let A be a pre-W-algebra over R. Then the following con-
ditions on A are equivalent:
(1) There is a K-algebra homomorphism p: A->D
n
(K) over R such that P(ΣV)
dXpfor all v>0 and p\ S χ induces the Lie-algebra homomorphism p: L:=2i/Σ 0-^
Der^i?) (cf. Lemma 2.1).
(2) There exists a lifting {Y
u
 •••, Y
m
} of the R-free basis {yl} " yym} in Σi
for which crI;.=0, \<Lί,j<m.
(3) There exist {α
ί
}1^,^m in R such that
(2.4) σ,. -
(4) There exists an R-free submodule L of Σi such that L is closed under
the bracket product [Y} Z]=YZ—ZY and the natural residue homomorphism
π: Σi—*I> induces a Lie-algebra isomorphism π\v. L->L.
Proof.
(1)=^(2). Note that D
n
(K) acts on R in the natural fashion. So, A acts on
R via the homomorphism p. For y ^ Σ i , let a=p(Y)Λ and let Yf=Y—a.
Then, since ρ(Y)^Έ,1: = Φni^ Rd/dXi+R, we know that ρ(Y')<^Όtrκ(R). In
particular, p(Y') 1=0. Now, for the given lifting {Y
u
 •••, Y
m
}y we set Y\=
Yi—ρ(Yi)Ίy ί<i<m. Then {Y{, •••, Y'm} is a lifting of (yly -- ,ym} in Σ2.
We assume from the beginning that Y'i=Yiy \<i<m. Then the equality
(2.0) implies σf y = 0 (l<i,j^m) because ^(y^eDer^jR).
(2)=Φ(3). Suppose {Y
u
 •••, y
w
} is the given lifting of {jj, •• ,j
m
} and
{y(, •••, yj,} is a lifting for which σ/ij=0 when we write
(2.0)' Y\ Y'—Y'i Y'i = 1
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Then Y^Yj+df with a^R. Replacing Y\ in (2.0)' by this expression,
we obtain the equality (2.4).
(3)=#>(2). Conversely, if we are given {ai}ι^i^m satisfying (2.4), set Y ' =
F . + Λ . . Then {YU •••, Y'
m
} is a lifting of {yly — ,ym} for which σίy=0.
(2) -* (4). Let { Y
u
 , y j be as in (2) above. Let L be the Λ-submodule
of Σi generated by Yi, •••, Y
m
. Then L is a free i?-module. Since σIJ.=0, we
readily verify that [YyZ]^L for any YyZ^L. Clearly, π induces an isomor-
phism between L and L.
(4)-*(l). Define p: L->Όer
κ
(R) by p(Y)=p(π(Y)). Extend this to Σ, in
a natural fashion by putting p |
 S o =id / ? . Furthermore, we extend p to the free
i^-algebra F generated over R by Yl9 ,Ym as follows. For an element
Yhfn-Yirfir of ί1 with Y^iYu - , y j and/,,€=Λ, define
where y
ί y=π( Yh) and /[ij : =fb e iϊ. In view of (2) of Theorem 2.2, A is identi-
fied with the residue ring of F by the two-sided ideal / considered in Theorem
2.2. So, in order to have p as above, we have only to show that
for a^R. These equations hold, in fact, because p: L->ΐ)er
κ
(R) being a Lie-
algebra homomorphism implies
and the second equality above. Q.E.D.
If a pre-JF-algebra A over i? satisfies one of the equivalent conditions in
Theorem 2.3, we call A a W-algebra over R.
REMARK 2.4. (1) Suppose that p: L-*Der
κ
(R) is an isomorphism. Then,
as an i?-free basis {yly * ,^w} of L, we can take j t=p" 1(3/3^ i). Then ρijk=0
for all \<Li,j> k<m. So the case with all ρijk=0 can take place. We then say
that L is essentially abelian.
(2) Suppose L is essentially abelian. Let {y
u
 ••-,%,} be an i?-free basis
of L such that [y^y^O, \<Li,j<m and let {Yly —, Ym} be such that^,.= y,
(mod Σ
o
) and Y{ Yj— Yj Yi=σij^R. Suppose we can take σij=cij^K*=K—
(0) for X^iyj^m and iφj and that p{y{) (3ί)c.3ίy where 31 is the maximal
ideal of i?. Then we cannot find {Λ,-}^,-^ SO that the equality (2.4) holds.
There exists a i£-algebra A over R satisfying these conditions. In fact, we take
m=ny p: L->Όtrκ(R) to be a homomorphism such that p(yi)=dldXi, \<Li<ny
and A to be the residue ring of a free i£-algebra F over R generated by Yly •••, y n
modulo the two-sided ideal / as considered in Theorem 2.2, (2). Then p cannot
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be extended to a i£-algebra homomorphism p: A^>D
n
(K) over R as considered
in Theorem 2.3.
3. Case L is essentially abelian
We begin with the following:
Lemma 3.1. Let Abe a W-algebra over R with a K-algebra homomorphism
p: A->D
n
(K) over R which is an extension of the Lie-algebra homomorphism p:
L-*Ώer
κ
(R). Then we have w.gl.dim (A)>n.
Proof. Note that any element ξ of A can be expressed as ξ=Σ
Λ
f
Λ
Y*,
where/*(=R and Y«= Yfi Y > (cf. the equality Ya-aY=y[a] in Lemma 2.1).
Furthermore, this expression is unique. Indeed, if we have a nontrivial expres-
sion Σ*/* Y*=0 then this yields a homogeneous nontrivial relation
where v=τmx{\a\ ;/
Λ
Φ0}. This contradicts the hypothesis that gr^(A) is a
polynomial ring in y
u
 •••,%, over R. Hence A is a free i?-module, whence
A is ϋ-flat as a left jf?-module. Similarly, ξ can be expressed uniquely as
ξ=Σ
β
 Yβg
β
. So, A is i?-flat as a right i?-module. Hence A is i?-flat as a
ring. In view of Bjϋrk [1, Cor.2.9, p.42], we have
(*) w.dim^^®^ M ) < w . d i m ^ ®
Λ
 M)
for any left jf?-module M. Take an i?-module K=Rj3ί with 3ί={xly ~,xn)R.
Then, by the theory of syzyzy, we know that w.dimR(K)=n; in fact, Torf (K, K)
=KΦ(0). Then the above inequality (*) implies that vΐ.dimA(A®R K)>n.
Hence w.gl.dim(^4)>n. Q.E.D.
We shall be concerned with the condition w.gl.dim (^4)=n for a PF-algebra
over R.
Theorem 3.2. Let A be a W-algebra over R with a K-algebra homomor-
phism β: A->D
n
{K) over R. Suppose that L is essentially abelian and A has
w.gl.dim {A)=n. Then β is an injection.
Proof. Let pι'.=p\ z, where L is an i?-free submodule of Σi isomorphic to
I as a Lie algebra (cf. Theorem 2.3). Then there exists an i?-free basis
ίYu- YJ of L such that Y, Y3=YS Yέ for \<iyj<m. Let I 0 = θ ? - i KY>
and let Q=Ker(p 1 | L0). Then LQ^QΦP^LQ) is a direct sum as Lie algebras
and Q is contained in the center of A. Let B be the i?-subalgebra of D
n
(K)
generated by βi(L0) and let / be the two-sided ideal of A generated by Q. Then
B^A/J and B is a W-algebra over R. Indeed, we may take {Yly •••, Ym} so
that {Y
r+1, •••, YJ is a ΛΓ-basis of Q. Let Ϋ—p^Y^ l<i<r. Then B is
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generated by Yly •••, Yr over R which act on R via the derivations Si=yi[ ],
\<>ί<r. Note that {Y
u
 ••*,?,} are linearly independent over i?. So, r<n.
We claim:
Lemma 3.3. {h
u
 •••, δ
r
} are algebraically independent over R. Namely, if
2 y / γ δ
γ
=0 withfy<ΞR and δ γ=δϊi δ?' then fy=0 for all 7.
Proof. Denote by Q(R) the quotient field of R. We can find Δ ly •••, Δ r e
Φί»i Q(R) δt satisfying the following conditions:
(1) ®UιQ(R)S~®UιQ(R)Ar,
(2) We can express Δ
ί
=Σ5-i aij 9, ^ith a{j^R and 3;—3/3#y, and if we define
ίf as min{y; tf, ; Φ0} then ί 1 < ί 2 < < ί r .
Suppose we have a nontrivial relation Σγ/yδ γ=0. Let ϋ = m a x { | γ | /yΦO}.
Expressing δt as a ζ)(i?)-linear combination of Δy's and substituting it for δf in
2 y / v δ
7
=0, we obtain a nontrivial relation Σy gy Δ^^O with max {171
v. Expressing then Δγ in terms of 3β=3ii 3»n, we obtain
where γ, as an n-tuple, has γ, at the ί,-th entry for l < z < r and 0 elsewhere
if γ=(7 1 , * ,7r) Among ^v's with | 7 | = 0 and ^ 7 Φ0, let (au —,α r ) be the
smallest with respect to the lexicographic relation: (7i, •••, 7
r
)<(7ί, •••, 7ί)
if and only if 7i=7ί, —, 7ί-i=7#-i, 7ί<7ί. Then (g
Λ
 Wi-i(aiSt)*ή 3* has no
other terms in (*) to cancel with. This is a contradiction. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 3.2 resumed. The above lemma implies that B is
isomorphic to a PF-algebra over R generated by Y
u
 •••, Y
r
. Since any element
ξ of A is expressed uniquely in the form
(**) ξ = ΈfyYy+V> fy^R and η<=J,
where Y γ= Y]Ί Yy
r
r
, we know that A/J is isomorphic to B.
Now we can easliy show that A^B[Y
r+ly •••, y j , a polynomial ring in
i^ r+i, •*•> ^  over β (cf. the above expression (**) of ξ). By Bjϋrk [1, Th. 3.4,
ρ.43], we have Vί.gl.dim(A)=Vί.ghdixn(B)+(m—r)>n+m—r(cf. Lemma 3.1).
By the hypothesis w.gl.dim(^l)=w, we have m=r. This implies/=(0). Hence
A^B. Q.E.D.
A PF-algebra A over R is called a W-subalgebra of D
n
(K) provided p is
injective.
Theorem 3.4. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of W-
subalgebras of D
n
(K) and the set of R-submodules L of Όer
κ
(R) satisfying the con-
ditions :
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(L-1) L is a free R-submodule of Όer
κ
(R)
(L-2) L is closed under the bracket product of Der
κ
(R).
Proof. Let A be a W-subalgebra of D
n
(K). Then we can find an R-
free submodule L of Σi which is isomorphic to L:=Σi/Σ0. Since p is injective,
so is p: L->Der#(i?). Hence L is an i?-free submodule of Ώer
κ
(R). Since
p (τr| x) is a Lie-algebra homomorphism, L is closed under the bracket product
of Όeτ
κ
(R) (cf. Theorem 2.3). Conversely, let L be an i?-submodule of Όer
κ
(R)
satisfying the conditions (L-l) and (L-2). Let {Yiy •••, Ym} be an i?-free basis
of L. Then we have:
(l) y, y , - ^ y, = Σ L i
 fty.* y*,
(2) Yif-fY^Yiif] for/ei? and
Construct a ^-algebra yl over i? as in Theorem 2.2, (2). Then the natural
.^-algebra homomorphism A->D
n
(K) over R is injective (cf. the proof of Lemma
3.3). Q.E.D.
A ίiΓ-subalgebra A of D
n
(K) is said to be of maximal rank if rank L=n.
We shall consider the case n=l. Then L is essentially abelian. Hence there
exists a i£-algebra homomorphism p: A-^DX{K) over R which must be in-
jective by virtue of Theorem 3.4. We set Y=YU a free generator of the R-
module L (cf. Theorem 2.3). Then we have Yx—xY—f, where f—xru with
wGi?*. Replacing Y by u~ι Y, we may assume that/=# r . We shall show:
Lemma 3.5. Ύorf(KJK)=K if r>2, while it is zero if r = l .
Tort(K,K)=Kifr=l.
Proof. Suppose r>0. Then K is a two-sided ^4-module. As a right
^4-module K has the following free A -module resolution:
0 -^ e2A ^ e.Aθeί A ^ e0A -^> K -^ 0 ,
where 6 is the natural residue homomorphism and >^f (£=0, 1) is given as:
0>o(*i) = eoγ> <Po(e'i) = eQx and φfa) = ex x—e[{Y+xr~ι).
Take the tensor product of this sequence with a left ^4-module K=Av to
obtain the complex:
0 -> e2 A®A Av h (ex A®A Av)®{e{ A®A Av) ^ e0 A®A Av-+0,
where we can identify e{ A®A Av with e{®Kv for e~ e0, eu e[ and e2. Then it
is clear that ^ = ^ , = 0 if r > 2 . Hence Tor^(i^, K)=K if r > 2 . If r = l , then
φ1(e2®v)=—ei®v, whence φx is injective. So, Torf (JK, ϋΓ)=O if r = l . If
r = l , Torf (K, K)=K because ^ 0 = 0 . Q.E.D.
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Corollary 3.6. Let A be a W-subalgebra of D^K) with w.gl.dim (A)=ί.
Then A=D1(K).
Proof. With the same notations as in Lemma 3.5, it suffices to show that
w.gl.dim(^ί)=2 if r = 1. Suppose r= 1 and consider the following exact sequence
0 -> e2 A ?l ex A ®e[ A %> Im φ0 -> 0 .
Suppose that w.gl.dim(^4)=l. Then lτnφ0 is a projective A -module in view
of the free ^4-module resolution of K given in the proof of Lemma 3.5. So,
the above sequence must split. Hence there exists an ^4-homomorphism
ψ: e
ι
A®e{ A->e2A such that -&φι=ide2Ay Write ^(e1)=e2a and ψ(e[)=e2b for
some a,b of A. Then we have ax—b(Y+l) = l. We claim, however, that
Ax+A(Y+l) is a proper left ideal of A. Indeed, Ax=xA (cf. Lemma 3.7 below)
and AI Ax is isomorphic to a polynomial ring i£[F]. Hence A/Ax-\-A(Y+l)=
K and our claim is proved. This is a contradiction. Consequently, we have
w.gl.dim (A)=2. Q.E.D.
We still remain in the case n=r— 1. A simple right or left A -module M
is said to be unfaithful if ann^(M)φ0. For a<=Ky define KΛ=A\xA-\-(Y—ά)A.
Then we have the following:
L e m m a 3.7. The following assertions hold true:
(1) K
Λ
 is a simple right A-module as well as a simple left A-module.
(2) K
Λ
^K
β
 if and only if a=β.
(3) Every unfaithful simple right or left A-module is isomorphic to K
Λ
 for some
a<=K.
(4) Let SA and AT be unfaithful simple right and left A-modules} respectively.
Proof. The first three assertions can be proved as in the case of a skew
polynomial ring or in the case of the universal enveloping algebra of a two-
dimensional Lie algebra over K. For the convenience of the readers, we shall
sketch the proof.
(1) By the relation Yx—xY— x, we have
(Y—a)x-x(Y—a) = x for
This implies that
xA = Ax and xA+(Y-a) A = Ax+A(Y-a)
Since K
cύ
^K[Y]l(Y—a)y KΛ is simple as right and left A -modules.
(2) This easily follows from the first assertion.
(3) Since x J c a n n ^ ) , K
Λ
 is unfaithful. Let / be a nonzero two-sided
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ideal of A. Then xn^I for some n. Indeed, let ξ be a nonzero element of I
and write it as
i
 with f^R and /
r
Φ0.
ί = 0
Then ξx—xξ=rxf
r
Yr~1Jr(terms of lower degree) is an element of /. Since
rxfr^FU, we can continue this step of finding an element of / with lower degree
in Y. After the r-steps repeated, we find an element xrf
r
 of /. Multiplying to
this element a unit in Ry we find x
r
^I. Let S be an unfaithful simple right
yl-module. Set I=annA(S)φ0. Then xn^I and xn~ι^I for some n. Since
Sxn'1Φ0, there exists s^S such that sxtt~1φ0. Since S is simple, we have
S=sxn~1A=sAxn~\ whence Sx=sAxn=0. Hence ΛJ<Ξ/. SO, XACI. It is
clear that / is a prime ideal of A in the sense that J
λ
J2c:I for two-sided ideals
JlyJ2 of A implies /χC7 or / a ^ Let A=A\xA^K\Y\ and 7 the image of /
in A. Since / is a prime ideal of K[Y], we have ϊ=(Y—a) K for some a^K.
Hence I=xA-\-(Y—a) A and S^A/I=K
ΰύ
. A similar argument applies to a
simple left ^4-module.
(4) In order to prove the assertion, we have to show
, ^ ) - 0 for
We can easily show this result by replacing Y by Y—a in the proof of Lemma
3.5. Q.E.D.
If n>2, we know little on W-subalgebras of D
n
(K) even if it is of maximal
rank. We shall give two partial results.
/\
Proposition 3.8. Let A be a W-subalgebra of maximal rank of D
n
{K) cor-
responding to a Lie subalgebra L = φ f
β
i RY{ with Yi=x
r
i
i
 8/8#f and r f > l . Then
we have
μ : = max{.; Torϊ(K,K)Φ0} = 2%{i\ r,>2}+#{/; r, - 1} .
Hence r, = 1 for all i provided w.gl.dim(A)=n.
Proof. Let S{ be the free algebra generated by Y, over a one-dimensional
polynomial ring K[x{] modulo the two-sided ideal generated by Y{ x{—Xi Y—XΪK
Since Y{ Yj= Yj Y( and x{ Yj= Yj x{ if tΦj, A is isomorphic to
(Sι®
κ
 S2®κ-®κ SH)®κίxit...9Xj R,
when S^K'-ξQx S
n
 is regarded as an algebra over K[xly -~,xtt]. Consider a
complex
t): 0 - eψ 5, - e\l) S^e'^ S, - eϊ> S, Λ £ — 0 ,
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which is defined in the same fashion as in the proof of Lemma 3.5 with A re-
placed by S{. It is a resolution of the two-sided £,-module K by free right Sr
modules. The complex C'\ ={C\®K- ®K C'n)®K[Xlj...tXn\R is a resolution of
the two-sided ^4-module K by free right ^4-modules. Let C) (resp. C") be the
complex obtained from C) (resp. C*) by replacing K by 0. Then, taking the
tensor products with the left ^4-module K> we obtain C": =C'®AK~CΊ®K--
®
κ
 C'
n
, where C] = C'i®A K. By the Kϋnneth formula for homologies, we have
ϋC, K)®
κ
-®
κ
 ΎotξflK, K).
Hence we obtain the stated formula in view of Lemma 3.5. Q.E.D.
Proposition 3.9. Let A be a W-siώalgebra of maximal rank of D2(K) cor-
responding to a Lie subalgebra L=RY1+RY2 with Y^hd/dx;, where h—XιfJr
x2g^Rxι-\-Rx2- Suppose that h is a homogeneous polynomial in x1 and x2. Then
Ύori(K, iQφO and Ύorf(K, K)=0.
Proof. We have the following relations:
Y i Xι X\ JL i — ft — JL 2 X2—X2 ¥ 2
y j x2 x2 y j — u — y 2 Xι x± y 2,
where h
x
=dhjdxi. Construct a complex of right A -modules:
^ ί'A ®e'2"A ^
where:
(0) K is the two-sided ^4-module with x,•• 1 = Y,•• 1 = 0 for i — 1, 2
(1) fi(e
o
)=l;
(ii) ψoie^eoYu φ
o
(e[)=e
o
 x
x
, φ
o
(eΊ')=e
o
Y2, φo(eί")=eo x2;
(iii) φ
ι
(et)=e1xι-el(Yι+f)-el"g, φi(eί)=-elf+ei'x2-eί"{Y2+g),
φ
ϊ
(e'2')=eίx2-eί" Yu φι{e'2")=-e[ Y2+e{'Xι;
(iv) φ2(e3)=e2χ2(Y2+g+hX2)+e'2 *1(
eί"
It is straightforward to show that this complex is a resolution of K by right free
A -modules. The stated result follows from this observation. Q.E.D.
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